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Random growth models: shape and convergence rate
Michael Damron
Abstract. Random growth models are fundamental objects in modern prob-
ability theory, have given rise to new mathematics, and have numerous applica-
tions, including tumor growth and fluid flow in porous media. In this article,
we introduce some of the typical models and the basic analytical questions
and properties, like existence of asymptotic shapes, fluctuations of infection
times, and relations to particle systems. We then specialize to models built on
percolation (first-passage percolation and last-passage percolation) and give a
self-contained treatment of the shape theorem, the subadditive ergodic theo-
rem, and conjectured and proven properties of asymptotic shapes. We finish
by discussing the rate of convergence to the limit shape, along with definitions
of scaling exponents and a sketch of the proof of the KPZ scaling relation.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Some typical growth models. The typical setting for a random growth
model is as follows. We imagine an infection sitting at a vertex v of a connected
graph G “ pV,Eq with vertex set V and edge set E. The infection spreads along the
edges of the graph according to some random rules, and each vertex of the graph
is eventually infected. The infection takes time T pv, wq ă 8 to infect a vertex w,
and at time t, a set of vertices
Bptq “ tx P V : T pv, xq ď tu
is infected.
Eden model. One of the simplest examples is the Eden model, introduced by
Eden [20] in ’61, and gives a simplified version of cell reproduction. Eden considered
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2 MICHAEL DAMRON
the two dimensional square lattice Z2 with its nearest-neighbor edges, but we could
consider any graph, and we will generally take the d-dimensional cubic lattice
Zd “ tx “ px1, . . . , xdq : xi P Z for all iu
with the nearest-neighbor edges
Ed “ ttx, yu : x, y P Zd, }x´ y}1 “ 1u,
and }x}1 “ ři |xi| is the `1-norm. We begin with a cell occupying the site 0 “p0, . . . , 0q, so our occupied set at time 0 is S0 “ t0u. At time n ě 1, we consider
the edge boundary of Sn´1
BeSn´1 “ ttx, yu P Ed : x P Sn´1, y R Sn´1u
and select some edge en “ txn, ynu uniformly at random from it. Last, put
Sn “ Sn´1 Y txn, ynu.
Thus, in the Eden model, our cluster of cells Sn´1 replicates on the boundary
(uniformly at random) and produces a new cell directly outside of Sn´1 to form
our new cluster Sn. It turns out that YnSn is all of Zd, and so the infection time
from 0 to x (the first value of n such that Sn contains x) is finite. The Eden
model can be rephrased in a larger framework, first-passage percolation (FPP),
which we will meet soon. As a consequence, one can show a “shape theorem” for
Sn: after proper scaling, the set Sn approaches a limiting shape. Although our
selection rule appears not to bias any direction, the limiting shape is expected not
to be rotationally invariant (that is, it is expected not to be a Euclidean ball).
This statement is proved for high dimensions (see [7, 28] and the references in
Section 3.1.3 below).
Diffusion-limited aggregation. In the Eden model, we select a boundary
vertex yn by picking a boundary edge uniformly at random. We could change
this selection rule, and pick yn according to some other distribution. In diffusion-
limited-aggregation (DLA), introduced in [45], we select yn according to the “har-
monic measure from infinity.” Roughly speaking, this corresponds to the hitting
distribution of a random walk on the boundary of Sn started from a far away point.
In this way we again obtain a sequence of growing sets pSnq. Since the DLA model
is notoriously hard to analyze, a simplified version, internal DLA (IDLA) was intro-
duced in [38], where the selection rule is more straightforward. We begin again with
S0 “ t0u. At time n, we run a simple symmetric random walk started at 0, and
set yn (our selected vertex) to be the first vertex adjacent to Sn´1 that the random
walk touches. Precisely, at time n, we let X
pnq
1 , X
pnq
2 , . . . be an i.i.d. sequence of
random vectors taking values
PpXpnqi “ ˘ejq “ 1{p2dq for i ě 1, j “ 1, . . . , d,
where pejq are the j standard basis vectors of Rd, set
Y
pnq
0 “ 0, and Y pnqi “
iÿ
k“1
X
pnq
k for i ě 1,
and let yn be the first element in the sequence Y
pnq
0 , Y
pnq
1 , Y
pnq
2 , . . . that is not in
Sn´1. There is no shape theorem proved for DLA, but there is one for IDLA [31]
(convergence to a Euclidean ball), and even the rate of convergence to the shape is
known [24].
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First-passage percolation. FPP can be seen as a generalization of the Eden
model, and was introduced [23] by Hammersley and Welsh in ’65. In FPP, the
infection spreads across edges according to explicit speeds. We let pteqePEd be a
collection of i.i.d. nonnegative random variables. The variable te is thought of as
the passage time of an edge; that is, the amount of time it takes for an infection
to cross the edge. A path Γ is a sequence of edges e0, . . . , en such that each pair ei
and ei`1 shares an endpoint, and the passage time of such a Γ is T pΓq “ řePΓ te.
The infection takes the path of minimal passage time, so we set the infection time,
or passage time, from x to y, vertices in Zd, to be
T px, yq “ inf
Γ:xÑy T pΓq,
where the infimum is over paths Γ starting at x and ending at y. (It is known
that under general assumptions, for instance if Ppte “ 0q ă pc, where pc is the
d-dimensional bond percolation threshold, then there is a unique minimizing path
— a geodesic — from x to y. However, for some distributions with Ppt0 “ 0q “ pc
in dimensions d ě 3, existence of geodesics is unknown.) In FPP, there is a shape
theorem, but the limiting shape depends on the distribution of the pteq’s. Very little
is known about the limit shapes for various distributions, apart from them being
convex, compact, and having the symmetries of Zd. As we will see, it is expected
that for most distributions, the limit shape is strictly convex, and certainly not a
polygon, but strict convexity is not proved for any distribution, and there are only
some two-dimensional examples of limit shapes that are not polygons. For a recent
survey on FPP, see [6].
If the weights pteq has (rate 1) exponential distribution, the evolution of the
ball Bptq as t grows can be shown to be exactly the same as the evolution of the
sets pSnq in the Eden model. More precisely, using the “memoryless property” of
the exponential distribution, one can show that the growth of Bptq is the same as
in the following algorithm: begin with Bp0q “ t0u and assign i.i.d. exponential
random variables to the edges in the set BeBp0q. If τ1 is the minimum of these
variables, and it is assigned to edge e “ tx, yu, then set Bptq “ Bp0q for t P
r0, τ1q and Bpτ1q “ Bp0q Y tx, yu. Next, generate new i.i.d. exponential random
variables assigned to the edges in BeBpτ1q, and set τ 12 to be the minimum of these
variables, with τ2 “ τ1 ` τ 12. Once again, set Bptq “ Bpτ1q for t P rτ1, τ2q and
Bpτ2q “ Bpτ1qY tx1, y1u, where tx1, y1u is the edge in BeBpτ1q with minimal weight.
We continue, and at each step, we sample i.i.d. exponentials for the boundary
edges of our current set, choose the minimal weight edge (of weight τ), and add its
endpoints into our set after we wait for time τ . Since the location of the minimum is
uniformly distributed on the boundary, the sequence of sets Bp0q, Bpτ1q, Bpτ2q, . . .
has the same distribution as the sequence of sets in the Eden model. There is no
such representation of the DLA models in terms of FPP.
Last-passage percolation. LPP is a modification of FPP, introduced because
of its relationship to the TASEP particle system. The typical setting is Zd, and
one places i.i.d. nonnegative random variables (weights) ptvqvPZd on the vertices.
A path Γ is a sequence of vertices v0, . . . , vn such that }vi ´ vi`1}1 “ 1 for all i,
and one assigns the passage time T pΓq “ řvPΓ tv, as in FPP. The difference now
is that in LPP we define the passage time between two vertices as the maximal
passage time of any path between them. Of course this will generally be infinity
unless we restrict ourselves to a finite set of paths, so we consider oriented paths;
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that is, paths such that all the coordinates of the vi’s are nondecreasing (written
vi ď vi`1). So for any v ď w, we set the infection time T pv, wq to be the maximal
passage time of any oriented path rom v to w. Once again there is a shape theorem;
however, unlike in FPP, the limiting shape is generally compact but not convex.
In two dimensions, it is believed that the boundary of the limit shape is the graph
of a strictly concave function, but this is again not known. In LPP, however, it is
known that the limit shape is not a polygon. For a survey of LPP, see [35].
1.2. Main questions. As we mentioned many times in the last section, a
fundamental object of study in random growth models is the limit shape. In a
certain sense to be described in the next section, we will have almost surelyBptq{tÑ
B, where B is the limit shape and Bptq is the set of infected sites at time t. Directly
related to the limit shape are the following two questions.
(1) Set of limit shapes. What does the limit shape look like? Are there
explicit descriptions? Is it a Euclidean ball? Is it the `1 or `8 ball? In
models (like FPP and LPP) where many limit shapes can arise, what is
the collection of all possible limit shapes? What is the dependence in FPP
and LPP of the limit shape on the weight distribution?
(2) Convergence to the limit. What is the convergence rate to the limit
shape? Precisely, what is the set of functions fptq such that one has
pt´ fptqqB Ă Bptq Ă pt` fptqqB
for t large?
We will focus here on these two questions, but we mention also some of the questions
from the other articles in this proceedings volume.
(1) Distributional limits of passage times. Letting T px, yq be the infec-
tion time of y started at x, are there functions apxq and bpxq such that
T p0, xq ´ apxq
bpxq ñ X
as }x}1 Ñ 8 for some nondegenerate limiting distribution X? In two-di-
mensional FPP/LPP-type models, the answer is expected (and proved in
a couple of cases) to be yes, and X should have the Tracy-Widom distribu-
tion from random matrix theory. bpxq should be the order of fluctuations
of T p0, xq, and embedded in this question is obviously the question: what
is the order of fluctuations of T p0, xq? In the DLA model, fluctuations
are of significantly lower order than in FPP/LPP-type models. Work on
these questions has led into concentration of measure, particle systems,
integrable probability and exactly solvable systems.
(2) Structure of geodesics. Optimal infection paths are called geodesics.
What is the structure of the set of all geodesics? How different are
geodesics from straight lines? Infinite geodesics are infinite paths all whose
segments are geodesics. How many infinite geodesics are there? Are there
doubly-infinite geodesics? These questions are all related to Busemann
functions in metric geometry.
The existence (or nonexistence) of doubly-infinite geodesics mentioned above
is directly related to the number of ground states of disordered ferromagnetic spin
models. We explain the connection to the disordered Ising ferromagnet, which is a
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variant of the usual Ising model from statistical mechanics. We consider dimension
two, and define the dual lattice
pZ2˚, E2˚q “ pZ2, E2q ` p1{2, 1{2q,
which is the usual two-dimensional lattice shifted by p1{2, 1{2q. Each “dual edge”
e˚ in E2˚ bisects a unique edge e in E2, so we say that e˚ is the edge dual to e. Define
a “spin configuration” σ “ pσxqxPZ2˚ to be an assignment of `1 and ´1 to every
dual vertex; that is, σ is an element of t´1,`1uZ2˚ . The interactions between spins
are given by “couplings,” which are variables assigned to the edges. Accordingly,
let pJx,yqtx,yuPE2˚ be a family of independent random variables which are almost
surely positive. For any σ and any finite S Ă Z2˚, we define the random energy of
σ relative to the couplings and the set S as
HSpσq “ ´
ÿ
tx,yuPE2˚,xPS
Jx,yσxσy.
For the standard disordered Ising ferromagnet, the couplings pJx,yq are typically
chosen to be identically distributed. In this case, it is of great interest to determine
the structure and number of ground states for the model. Precisely, a configuration
σ is called a ground state for the couplings pJx,yq if for each configuration σ˜ such
that σ˜x ‰ σx for only finitely many x, one has
HSpσq ď HSpσ˜q for all finite S Ă Z2˚.
One can think of a ground state as a local minimizer of the energy functional. It is
not known how many ground states there are for a given realization of couplings, but
it is believed that in this two-dimensional model (and sufficiently low-dimensional
analogues), there should be only two almost surely. These two are the all-plus and
all-minus states.
If there exists a nonconstant ground state σ for couplings pJx,yq, then we can
compare it to the all-plus ground state σ`. We claim that σ and σ` cannot have
any finite regions of disagreement: there is no finite S such that σx “ ´1 for all
x P S and σy “ `1 for all y P BS (here BS refers to the set of vertices in Sc
with a neighbor in S). Indeed, if there were such an S, we could apply the energy
minimization property to S to find that HSpσq “ 0. However, as long as the
couplings are continuously distributed, one can argue that almost surely, there are
no finite S with HSpσq “ 0 for some σ. This justifies the claim; from it we see that
any nonconstant ground state must have a two-sided and circuitless original lattice
path of edges whose dual edges tx, yu satisfy σx ‰ σy. That is, any nonconstant
ground state can be associated to at least one such doubly-infinite path.
Conversely, one can construct nonconstant ground states if one assumes exis-
tence of doubly-infinite geodesics in a related FPP model. Namely, given couplings
pJx,yq as above, associated to the edges of the dual lattice, one defines a passage-
time configuration pteq by setting te “ Jx,y, where tx, yu is the unique edge dual
to e. Supposing that there is a doubly-infinite geodesic Γ (this is a doubly-infinite
path each of whose subpaths is an optimizing path for T ) in this configuration, one
can set σx “ `1 for all x on one side of Γ and ´1 for all x on the other side of Γ,
and such σ will be a nonconstant ground state for pJx,yq.
The relation between ground states and geodesics allows one to carry results
between the two models. For example, if one can rule out existence of doubly-infinite
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geodesics in FPP models, one can deduce nonexistence of nonconstant ground states
for the associated spin models.
2. A bit of basic probability
Before we begin, we review some of the notions from probability, and discuss
typical limiting behavior, to compare to that which we see in random growth mod-
els. The main object of study is a random variable, say X, which is formally a
function from a probability space to R, but we think of it as a random number. A
random variable is characterized by its distribution function F , which is a function
F : RÑ R satisfying
(1) (nondecreasing) F pxq ď F pyq if x ď y,
(2) (behavior at infinity)
lim
xÑ´8F pxq “ 0 and limxÑ8F pxq “ 1,
(3) and (right continuity) F is a right continuous function.
We think of F pxq as being the probability that the random variable X is no bigger
than x:
F pxq “ PpX ď xq,
and so we can compute the probability that X lies in any given interval as
PpX P pa, bsq “ F pbq ´ F paq.
It is a theorem that to every such function F there is a random variable X with
these properties.
The multidimensional analogue of a random variable is usually called a random
vector. A random vector with values in Rn is simply an n-tuple X “ pX1, . . . , Xnq,
each of whose coordinates are random variables (and all these variables are on the
same probability space). Similarly to the one-dimensional case, a random vector is
characterized by its distribution function, which is a function F on Rn (representing
F pxq “ PpX ď xq, where X ď x means Xi ď xi for all i) which is nondecreasing
(F pxq ď F pyq when x ď y), satisfies
lim
xiÑ´8 for all i
F pxq “ 0 and lim
xiÑ8 for all i
F pxq “ 1,
and has the right continuity property limxÓy F pxq “ y for all y. Unlike in the one-
dimensional case, an additional positivity property for F is required to guarantee
that there is a random vector X with distribution function F . See [18, Section 3.9]
for more details.
Back to the one-dimensional setting, in many cases of interest, F is actually
differentiable, and we write its derivative F 1pxq as fpxq, calling f the density func-
tion of the random variable X. In this case, we can use the fundamental theorem
of calculus to write
PpX P pa, bsq “ F pbq ´ F paq “
ż b
a
fpxq dx.
Note that by the above rules on F , one has
ş8
´8 fpxq dx “ limxÑ8 F pxq “ PpX ă8q “ 1, and f must be nonnegative. Furthermore we can compute the expectation
of X (average value of X) as
EX “
ż 8
´8
x dF pxq “
ż 8
´8
xfpxq dx.
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Generally the expectation of a function g of X is calculated as
EgpXq “
ż 8
´8
gpxq dF pxq “
ż 8
´8
gpxqfpxq dx.
Some typical random variables are the uniform on ra, bs, which has density
fpxq “
#
1
b´a if x P ra, bs
0 otherwise
(in this case we say X has uniform distribution on ra, bs) and exponential with
parameter λ, which has density
fpxq “
#
λe´λx if x ě 0
0 otherwise
.
From these density formulas, one can easily calculate, for instance, the “moments”
of a random variable with the exponential distribution. That is, we can find the
m-th moment of such an X as
EXm “
ż 8
0
xmfpxq dx “ λ
ż 8
0
xme´λx dx,
or the m-th central moment
E|X ´ EX|m “
ż 8
0
|x´ EX|mfpxq dx.
We recall that the second central moment is typically called the variance of X:
Var X “ EpX ´ EXq2 “
ż 8
0
px´ EXq2fpxq dx.
In a way, central moments measure how likely X is to vary from its mean, as we
have Chebyshev’s inequality: for a ą 0,
Pp|X ´ EX| ě aq ď 1
am
E|X ´ EX|m.
For example, since the mean of the exponential distribution is λ´1, we can compute
Pp|X ´ λ´1| ě aq “ Pp|X ´ λ´1|2 ě a2q ď 1
a2
Var X “ 1paλq2 .
As aÑ8, the right side converges to 0, and in a sense, this inequality states that
X is reasonably approximated by its mean.
A fundamental notion in probability is that of independence. Informally, two
variables X and Y are independent if given information about Y , the distribution
of X is unchanged. Recalling that the conditional probability of an event B given
A is
PpB | Aq “ PpAXBq
PpAq
(when PpAq ą 0), we say that X,Y are independent if whenever ai ď bi for i “ 1, 2,
one has
PpX P ra1, b1s | Y P ra2, b2sq “ PpX P ra1, b1sq,
or
PpX P ra1, b1s, Y P ra2, b2sq “ PpX P ra1, b1sqPpY P ra2, b2sq,
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and the variables X1, . . . , Xn are independent if whenever ai ď bi for i “ 1, . . . , n,
one has
P pXni“1 tXi P rai, bisuq “
nź
i“1
P pXi P rai, bisq .
This condition carries over to expectation, and if X1, . . . , Xn are independent, and
g1, . . . , gn are integrable functions of the Xi’s, then
Eg1pX1q ¨ ¨ ¨ gnpXnq “ Eg1pX1q ¨ ¨ ¨EgnpXnq.
One use of these factoring properties is to compute the variance of a sum of inde-
pendent random variables (each of which is assumed to have finite second moment)
as
VarpX1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xnq “ Var X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Var Xn.
This in turn can be used to control the size of the sum of independent random
variables using Chebyshev: if the Xi’s all have the same distribution, for a ą 0,
P
ˆˇˇˇˇ
X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn
n
´ EX1
ˇˇˇˇ
ě a
˙
“ P
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
Xi ´ E
nÿ
i“1
Xi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ě an
¸
ď Var
řn
i“1Xi
panq2
“ Var X1
a2n
,
which converges to 0 as nÑ 8. This is true for any a ą 0 (however small), so we
have proved informally that if X1, . . . , Xn are i.i.d. (independent and identically
distributed), all with finite second moments, then the Weak Law of Large Numbers
(WLLN) holds: one has X1`¨¨¨`Xnn Ñ EX1 in probability, or, for any a ą 0,
P
ˆˇˇˇˇ
X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn
n
´ EX1
ˇˇˇˇ
ě a
˙
Ñ 0.
In many cases, there is even a rate of convergence on the right side. For instance,
we would say that X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn ´ nEX1 is “exponentially concentrated on scale
ψpnq” if for some c ą 0 and all t ě 0,
P p|X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn ´ nEX1| ě tψpnqq ď e´ct.
If ψpnq here can be taken to be of smaller order than n, then this is an improved
WLLN, as we can take t “ n{ψpnq, so that the right side converges to 0 quickly.
Exponential concentration is often written in the following form, from which the
above follows through a Chebyshev-like inequality: for some α,C ą 0 and all n,
E exp
ˆ
α
|X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn ´ nEX1|
ψpnq
˙
ď C ă 8.
There are stronger versions of the above convergence, and the most famous
is the Strong Law of Large Numbers (SLLN), which gives an almost sure conver-
gence result: if pXiq are i.i.d. with finite first moment (E|X1| ă 8), then one has
X1`¨¨¨`Xn
n Ñ EX1 almost surely; that is,
P
ˆ
X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn
n
Ñ EX1
˙
“ 1.
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Strictly speaking, for this last result to hold, we need to know that we can always
find a probability space on which there is an infinite sequence of independent ran-
dom variables, with specified distributions. This fact is given to us by a technical
theorem of Kolmogorov:
Theorem 2.1. Given distribution functions F1, F2, . . ., there exists a probability
space on which there are independent random variables X1, X2, . . . such that
(1) the Xi’s are independent: each finite collection pXjqjPJ (where the set
J Ă t1, 2, . . .u is finite) of the Xi’s is independent, and
(2) for each i, Xi has distribution function Fi.
This result is used all throughout probability, and we can use it to build our random
growth models, like FPP, by generating independent edge-weights pteq with specified
distributions, one for each edge on an infinite graph, so long as there are countably
many edges.
The SLLN tells us that the asymptotic behavior of a sum Sn “ X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn
of i.i.d. random variables with finite first moment satisfies almost surely
Sn “ nEX1 ` opnq,
but how large is this error term? Since it is random, the simplest way to quantify
it is to find sequences of numbers pbnq such that
P pSn ´ nEX1 ě bnq Ñ 0 or Ñ 1.
In the case Ñ 1, we would say that Sn ´ nEX1 is typically larger than bn, and
in the case Ñ 0, smaller than bn. To find the exact scale of Sn ´ nEX1, another
way is to search for sequences pbnq such that the convergence above is to a number
strictly between 0 and 1. Formally, we can look for and a fixed random variable Z
(the “limiting random variable”) and a sequence pbnq such that for any t P R,
P
ˆ
Sn ´ nEX1
bn
ě t
˙
Ñ PpZ ě tq.
In this case, we say that Sn´nEX1bn converges in distribution to Z, write
Sn ´ nEX1
bn
ñ Z,
and we content ourselves by saying that Sn ´ nEX1 “fluctuates on the scale bn.”
(A technical point here is that we do not need this convergence at all t, but just
those at which the distribution function of Z is continuous.) This is precisely what
the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) says:
Theorem 2.2 (CLT). Let pXiq be i.i.d. such that the Xi’s have finite second
moment. Then, writing µ “ EX1 and σ2 “ Var X1, one has
Sn ´ nµ?
nσ
ñ Z,
where Z has the standard Gaussian distribution:
PpZ ě tq “ 1?
2pi
ż 8
t
e´
x2
2 dx.
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In the CLT, we see that sums of i.i.d. random variables “fluctuate on scale?
n,” and the limiting distribution is Gaussian. These two statements are quite
typical of classical limit theorems in probability. We will see however, in the rest of
the proceedings volume, that in random growth models, scales of fluctuation and
limiting distributions are not typically of order
?
n “diffusive” and Gaussian, but
rather they are of order n1{2´ for some  ą 0 “subdiffusive” and related to random
matrix theory (the Tracy-Widom distribution).
3. Limit shapes
For the rest of the article, we focus on the first two main growth model ques-
tions (limit shapes and convergence rate), and only in the context of FPP and LPP.
First we will describe results from FPP including shape theorems and properties
of limit shapes. Afterward, we switch to LPP to show which results are similar
(shape theorems) and which are different (non-polygonal shapes and exactly solv-
able cases).
3.1. FPP. We begin with the shape theorem in FPP. First let’s recall the
model. We are given the d-dimensional cubic lattice Zd with the set of its nearest-
neighbor edges Ed. We place i.i.d. nonnegative random variables (edge-weights)
pteqePEd with common distribution function F on the edges. A path is a sequence
pv0, e0, v1, e1, . . . , en´1, vnq of vertices and edges such that ei has endpoints vi and
vi`1. The passage time of a path Γ is
T pΓq “
ÿ
ePΓ
te
and the passage time between vertices x, y P Zd is
T px, yq “ inf
Γ:xÑy T pΓq,
where the infimum is over all paths from x to y.
3.1.1. Shape theorem in FPP. If Ppte “ 0q “ 0 then T is almost surely a metric
on Zd, as it is nonnegative, one has T px, yq “ 0 only when x “ y, and T satisfies the
triangle inequality T px, yq ď T px, zq ` T pz, yq. (When edge-weights can be zero, T
is a pseudometric.) For convenience, we also extend T to real points; that is, for
x P Rd, we set rxs to be the unique point in Zd with x P rxs ` r0, 1qd. Then the
shape theorem is a type law of large numbers for the set
Bptq “ tx P Rd : T p0, xq ď tu,
saying that Bptq{t approaches a limiting set B.
In the statement of the shape theorem below, pc “ pcpdq is the threshold for
Bernoulli bond percolation on Zd and can be defined as follows. Let Pp be the
probability measure under which edge-weights are Bernoulli with parameter 1´ p:
Pppte “ 0q “ p and Pppte “ 1q “ 1´ p.
Putting
θppq “ Ppp0 is in an infinite self-avoiding path of edges e with te “ 0q,
one can then use a coupling argument to show that θ is nondecreasing in p. There-
fore the number
pc “ suptp P r0, 1s : θppq “ 0u
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has the properties θppq ą 0 for p ą pc and θppq “ 0 for p ă pc. It is an important
result that pc P p0, 1q for all dimensions d ě 2, and we can quickly argue at least
that pc ą 0. (The argument for pc ă 1 can be found in [21], for example.). Write
An for the event that there is a self-avoiding path starting from 0 with n edges e,
all satisfying te “ 0. Then for any n,
θppq ď PppAnq ď
ÿ
γ:#γ“n
Pppte “ 0 for all e P γq,
where the sum is over all self-avoiding paths γ starting from 0 with n edges. Each
such γ satisfies
Pppte “ 0 for all e P γq “ p#γ ,
and since there are 2dp2d´ 1qn many such paths with n edges (we first choose an
edge touching 0, and then at every subsequent step choose an adjacent edge we
have not chosen before), we obtain
θppq ď 2dp2d´ 1qnpn.
This converges to 0 if p ă 1{p2d´ 1q, and so pc ě 1{p2d´ 1q.
Returning to the shape theorem, the condition Ppte “ 0q ă pc below is there
to ensure that there are not so many zero-weight edges that T p0, xq will grow
sublinearly in x. (This occurs for Ppte “ 0q ě pc.)
Theorem 3.1 (Richardson [40], Cox-Durrett [12], Kesten [28]). Assume that
Emintt1, . . . , t2dud ă 8, where ti are i.i.d. copies of te and Ppte “ 0q ă pc. There
exists a deterministic, convex, compact set in Rd, symmetric about the axes and
with nonempty interior, such that for any  ą 0,
P pp1´ qB Ă Bptq{t Ă p1` qB for all large tq “ 1.
There is also a version for ergodic distributions by Boivin [8], first done in less
generality by Derriennic, as reported in [28, (9.25)]. One can show that the above
is equivalent to: there is a norm g on Rd such that B is the unit ball of g, and
lim sup
xÑ8
|T p0, xq ´ gpxq|
}x}1 “ 0 almost surely.
This can be thought of as
T p0, xq “ gpxq ` op}x}1q as x P Rd Ñ8.
We will take this approach in the proof: build the norm g and then show the limsup
statement above.
Proof of shape theorem. The idea of the proof is to first show “radial”
convergence; that is, for a fixed x P Zd, to show that
gpxq :“ lim
n
T p0, nxq
n
exists.
To do this, we appeal to the subadditive ergodic theorem. Then we “patch” together
convergence in many different directions x to get a uniform convergence. We can
see quickly that this limit should at least exist when we take expectations, since by
invariance under lattice translations,
ET px, yq “ ET px` z, y ` zq for all x, y, z P Zd,
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and so by the triangle inequality, for 0 ď m ď n,
ET p0, nxq ď ET p0,mxq ` ET pmx, nxq “ ET p0,mxq ` ET p0, pn´mqxq.
Thus the sequence panq given by an “ ET p0, nxq is subadditive and an{n must
have a limit from the following standard argument (referred to usually as Fekete’s
lemma): for fixed k and all n ě k,
an ď ak ` an´k ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tn{kuak ` an´tn{kuk.
Since n´ tn{kuk is bounded as nÑ8, we divide by n to obtain
lim sup
n
an{n ď lim sup
n
tn{ku
n
ak “ ak{k.
This is true for all k, so
lim sup
n
an{n ď inf
k
ak{k ď lim inf
k
ak{k,
meaning limn an{n exists and equals infk ak{k.
To show the limit without expectation is much harder, and we will have to
appeal to some machinery that was invented specifically for this problem. Liggett’s
version [33, Theorem 1.10] of Kingman’s subadditive ergodic theorem states:
Theorem 3.2. Let tXm,n : 0 ď m ă nu is an array of random variables
satisfying the following assumptions:
(1) for each n, E|X0,n| ă 8 and EX0,n ě ´cn for some constant c ą 0,
(2) X0,n ď X0,m `Xm,n for 0 ă m ă n,
(3) for each m ě 0, the sequence tXm`1,m`k`1 : k ě 1u is equal in distribu-
tion to the sequence tXm,m`k : k ě 1u, and
(4) for each k ě 1, tXnk,pn`1qk : n ě 1u is a stationary ergodic process.
Then
g :“ lim
n
1
n
EX0,n “ inf
n
1
n
EX0,n exists,
and
lim
n
1
n
X0,n “ g a.s. and in L1.
Proof. We will give a proof of a version of the subadditive ergodic theorem
in the next section. 
We apply this theorem for a fixed x P Zd to the sequence
Xm,n “ T pmx, nxq.
Item 2 holds by the triangle inequality, whereas 3 and 4 hold by invariance of
the environment under integer translations. In item 1 we can take any c ą 0,
since T ě 0 a.s. The only thing to check is that ET p0, nxq ă 8 for each n. By
subadditivity, and symmetry, it suffices to check that ET p0, e1q ă 8. To do this,
we construct 2d edge-disjoint deterministic paths γ1, . . . , γ2d from 0 to e1 and note
ET p0, e1q ď EmintT pγ1q, . . . , T pγ2dqu.
Now we can check the following result from [12]:
Lemma 3.3. If Emintt1, . . . , t2du ă 8 for i.i.d. edge-weights ti, then the right
side above is finite.
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Proof. Let k be the maximal number of edges of any γi and note that for
each i,
P pT pγiq ě λq ď kPpte ě λ{kq,
so that if we put M “ mintT pγ1q, . . . , T pγ2dqu,
PpM ě λq “
2dź
i“1
PpT pγiq ě λq ď k2d pPpte ě λ{kqq2d
“ k2dP pmintt1, . . . , t2du ě λ{kq .
Therefore
EM “
ż 8
0
PpM ě λq dλ ď k2d
ż 8
0
P pmintt1, . . . , t2du ě λ{kq dλ ă 8. 
By the subadditive ergodic theorem, then, we define
gpxq “ lim
n
T p0, nxq
n
,
which is a.s. constant. We next extend g to Qd by taking such a rational x and
letting m P N be such that mx is an integer point. Then set
gpxq “ lim
n
T p0,mnxq
mn
“ 1
m
lim
n
T p0, npmxqq
n
“ 1
m
gpmxq.
g thus defined on Qd satisfies the following properties: for x, y P Qd,
(1) gpx` yq ď gpxq ` gpyq,
(2) g is uniformly continuous on bounded sets,
(3) for q P Q, gpqxq “ |q|gpxq,
(4) g is symmetric about the axes.
Item 1 follows from the triangle inequality for T , and 4 follows from symmetries
of the edge weights. Item 3 is an easy exercise, and 2 follows from 1: for h “
ph1, . . . , hdq,
|gpzq ´ gpz ` hq| ď maxtgphq, gp´hqu “ gphq “ gph1e1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hdedq
ď gpe1qp|h1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |hd|q ď }h}1ET p0, e1q.
Then g has a continuous extension to Rd. The above properties extend to real
arguments, so g is a seminorm. (A norm, except it could have gpxq “ 0 for some
x ‰ 0.) It is a result of Kesten [28, Theorem 6.1] that g is a norm when Ppte “
0q ă pc.
Now that we have “radial” convergence to a norm g, we need to patch together
convergence in every direction to a type of uniform convergence. Here we do this
under the unnecessary but simplifying assumption:
Ppte P ra, bsq “ 1, where 0 ă a ă b ă 8.
This implies
T p0, xq, gpxq P ra}x}1, b}x}1s for x P Zd.
So define the event
Ω1 “ tte P ra, bs for all eu X
"
lim
n
T p0, nxq
n
“ gpxq for all x P Zd
*
.
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Note that on the above event we actually have
(3.1) lim
αÑ8
T p0, αxq
α
“ gpxq for all x P Zd.
(Here α is real instead of just being an integer.) The reason is that we can boundˇˇˇˇ
T p0, αxq
α
´ gpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
T p0, tαuxq
tαu
´ T p0, αxq
tαu
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
T p0, αxq
tαu
´ T p0, αxq
α
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
T p0, tαuxq
tαu
´ gpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď T ptαux, αxq
tαu
` T p0, αxq
ˇˇˇˇ
1
tαu
´ 1
α
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
T p0, tαuxq
tαu
´ gpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
.
By the assumed inequality te ď b, the first two terms go to zero as α Ñ 8. The
last term approaches zero because of condition of the second intersected event in
the definition of Ω1.
Fix ω P Ω1, a set which has probability one, for the rest of the argument. We
will show the equivalent statement
lim sup
xÑ8
|T p0, xq ´ gpxq|
}x}1 “ 0,
so suppose it fails: for some  ą 0, there is a sequence pxnq going to infinity such
that
|T p0, xnq ´ gpxnq| ě }xn}1 for all n.
We may assume by compactness that xn{}xn}1 Ñ z for some z with }z}1 “ 1. We
will show that for some x in a nearby direction to z, one cannot have T p0, nxq{nÑ
gpxq. (See Figure 3.1 for an illustration.)
Fix
δ P
ˆ
0,

4b` 1
˙
and choose x P Zd such that ›››› x}x}1 ´ z
››››
1
ă δ,
so that for n large, ›››› xn}xn}1 ´ x}x}1
››››
1
ă 2δ.
We will compare the passage time from 0 to xn to the passage time to the “nearby”
point }xn}1x{}x}1. Then
|T p0, xnq ´ gpxnq| ď
ˇˇˇˇ
T p0, xnq ´ T
ˆ
0, }xn}1 x}x}1
˙ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
T
ˆ
0, }xn}1 x}x}1
˙
´ g
ˆ
}xn}1 x}x}1
˙ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
g
ˆ
}xn}1 x}x}1
˙
´ gpxnq
ˇˇˇˇ
.
The first and last terms are bounded by
b
››››}xn}1 x}x}1 ´ xn
››››
1
“ b}xn}1
›››› x}x}1 ´ xn}xn}1
››››
1
ă 2bδ}xn}1.
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Figure 3.1. Illustration of the argument given in the proof of the
shape theorem. The points xn}xn}1 , z, and
x
}x}1 are all of `
1-norm 1
and within `1-distance 2δ of each other. The point x is chosen in
Zd so that we have radial convergence of T p0, nxq{n to gpxq in this
direction. Because xn is close in direction to x, and our weights
are bounded between a and b, the passage time T p0, xnq cannot be
too different (on a linear scale) than passage time from 0 to the
“nearby point” x}x}1 }xn}1. The latter passage time is controlled,
since it is from 0 to a multiple of x, so this prohibits the sequence
T p0, xnq from fluctuating too much.
However since we have radial convergence in direction x, (3.1) gives
T
ˆ
0, }xn}1 x}x}1
˙
“ g
ˆ
}xn}1 x}x}1
˙
` op}xn}1q,
so for n large, the second term is bounded by δ}xn}1. In total,
}xn}1 ď |T p0, xnq ´ gpxnq| ď p4b` 1qδ}xn}1 ă }xn}1,
a contradiction. 
3.1.2. Proof of subadditive ergodic theorem. In this section, we prove a version
of the subadditive ergodic theorem using ideas from [13] (which turn out to be
similar to those of Liggett’s proof). The current version developed through my
discussions with F. Rassoul-Agha, and it is his notes we give here.
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We prove the following version of the theorem, which is weaker than that stated
in the last section, but sufficient for our purposes in FPP.
Theorem 3.4. Let pXm,n : m,n P Zq be an array of random variables satisfying
the following assumptions.
(1) For all m,n P Z, Xn,n “ 0 and Xn,m “ Xm,n,
(2) for each n P Z, E|X0,n| ă 8,
(3) for all m,n, l P Z, Xl,n ď Xl,m `Xm,n,
(4) for each m P Z, the sequence pXm`1,m`k`1 : k P Zq is equal in distribution
to the sequence pXm,m`k : k P Zq, and
(5) for each k ě 1, the process pXnk,pn`1qk : n P Zq is stationary and ergodic.
Then
(3.2) g :“ lim
nÑ8
EX0,n
n
“ inf
ně1
EX0,n
n
exists
and
lim
nÑ8
X0,n
n
“ g a.s. and in L1.
Proof. Note first that (3.2) holds by subadditivity of the sequence EX0,n
(which itself follows from stationarity in item (4)), and Fekete’s lemma (mentioned
above Theorem 3.2). Also observe that (1) and (3) imply that 0 “ Xn,n ď Xn,m `
Xm,n “ 2Xm,n; that is, the random variables are nonnegative.
For k ě 1, let µk be the distribution of
pXm,n, Xr,k ´Xl,kqm,n,r,lPZ.
This is a probability measure on the space of sequences
rΩ “ tpxm,n, br,lqm,n,r,lPZu,
equipped with the product topology and its Borel sigma-field. Define the measure
νL as
νL “ 1
L
Lÿ
k“1
µk.
By subadditivity, we have
Xm,k ď Xm,n `Xn,k and Xn,k ď Xn,m `Xm,k “ Xm,n `Xm,k,
so
(3.3) |Xm,k ´Xn,k| ď Xm,n for all k.
Exercise. Prove that pνL : L ě 1q is a tight family of probability measures.
By the above exercise and Prohorov’s theorem (see, for instance [18, Theo-
rem 3.2.7]), there is a subsequence pLjq such that νLj converges weakly to a limiting
probability measure ν on rΩ. This measure has the property that its marginal on
the sequences pxm,n : m,n P Zq is precisely the distribution of pXm,n : m,n P Zq.
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Indeed, for bounded continuous f “ fpxm,n : m,n P Zq, we have
EνfpXm,n : m,n P Zq “ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
Ljÿ
k“1
EµkfpXm,n : m,n P Zq
“ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
Ljÿ
k“1
EfpXm,n : m,n P Zq
“ EfpXm,n : m,n P Zq.
The probability measure ν has the following properties (writing as above Xm,n,
Bm,n as the coordinate random variables on rΩ)
(a) |Bm,n| ď Xm,n, ν-a.s.,
(b) Bl,n “ Bl,m `Bm,n, ν-a.s., and for all l,m, n P Z,
(c) for any N ě 1, pBnN,pn`1qN : n P Zq is stationary, and
(d) EνB0,1 “ g.
We will now (mostly) justify the above four points. We will use the following fact:
Exercise. Suppose that pAn, Bnq converge in distribution to pA,Bq. Assume
also that An ď Bn a.s. Show that A ď B a.s. Prove the same result for ď replaced
by “.
Property (a) comes from (3.3) and applying the above exercise. Property (b)
comes by another application of the exercise and telescoping the sum
Xl,k ´Xn,k “ Xl,k ´Xm,k `Xm,k ´Xn,k.
Property (c) is a consequence of stationarity (item 4) in the statement of the
theorem, and it is why averaging was used to define νL. More precisely, if f “
fpbnk,pn`1qk : n P Zq is bounded and continuous, then
EνfpBnN,pn`1qN : n P Zq “ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
Ljÿ
k“1
EµkfpBnN,pn`1qN : n P Zq
“ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
Ljÿ
k“1
EfpXnN,k ´Xpn`1qN,k : n P Zq
“ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
Lj´Nÿ
k“1´N
EfpXnN,k ´Xpn`1qN,k : n P Zq
“ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
Lj´Nÿ
k“1´N
EfpXpn`1qN,k`N ´Xpn`2qN,k`N : n P Zq
“ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
Ljÿ
k“1
EfpXpn`1qN,k ´Xpn`2qN,k : n P Zq
“ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
Ljÿ
k“1
EµkfpBpn`1qN,pn`2qN : n P Zq
“ EνfpBpn`1qN,pn`2qN : n P Zq.
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The third equality follows from the fact that f is bounded, and so changing finitely
many terms in the sum does not affect the limit. The fourth equality is from item
4 in the statement of the theorem.
To show item (d), we will give the idea, and the rest is an exercise. If we knew
that the coordinates Bm,n were bounded, then weak convergence would give us
EνB0,1 “ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
Ljÿ
k“1
EµkB0,1 “ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
Ljÿ
k“1
EpX0,k ´X1,kq
“ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
˜
Ljÿ
k“1
EX0,k ´
Ljÿ
k“1
EX1,k
¸
“ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
˜
Ljÿ
k“1
EX0,k ´
Ljÿ
k“1
EX0,k´1
¸
“ lim
jÑ8
1
Lj
EX0,Lj
“ g.
(The last limit holds by (3.2).) However, f is not bounded.
Exercise. Fix the above argument by truncating and using (3.3).
Now, abbreviate mn “ tn{N u. Subadditivity implies that
X0,n ď X0,N `XN,2N ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xpmn´1qN,mnN `XmnN,nN .
Exercise. Prove that if f is an L1 function defined on a probability space
whose measure is invariant under a measurable map θ, then f ˝ θn{n converges to
0 a.s.
Since the process pXnN,pn`1qN : n P Zq is assumed to be ergodic, by the above
exercise and the ergodic theorem,
lim sup
nÑ8
1
n
X0,n ď lim
nÑ8
mn
n
X0,N ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xpmn´1qN,mnN
mn
` lim
nÑ8
mn
n
max1ďlďN X0,l ˝ θmnN
mn
“ 1
N
EX0,N .
Here, the map θ acts on a sequence a “ panqnPZ by shifting to the left: pθaqn “ an`1.
The maximum comes because n ´N ď mnN ď n, and so n ´mnN P t1, . . . , Nu.
Taking infimum over all N and applying (3.2), we have
(3.4) lim sup
nÑ8
1
n
X0,n ď g.
Then by property (a) of the process pBm,nq, we have ν-a.s.
lim
nÑ8
B0,n
n
ď lim sup
nÑ8
X0,n
n
ď g.
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Since pBn,n`1q is stationary, additivity (item (b)) and the ergodic theorem imply
that ν-a.s.,
lim
nÑ8
B0,n
n
“ lim
nÑ8
1
n
n´1ÿ
k“0
Bk,k`1 “ EνrB0,1 | Is,
where I is the invariant sigma-field. Putting these two displays together, we obtain
EνrB0,1 | Is ď g.
However, property (d) gives
Eν rEνrB0,1 | Iss “ EνB0,1 “ g,
and so
lim
nÑ8
1
n
B0,n “ g, ν-a.s..
Apply item (a) again, combined with (3.4), to obtain
g “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
B0,n ď lim inf
nÑ8
1
n
X0,n ď lim sup
nÑ8
1
n
X0,n ď g.
This means that limnÑ8 1nX0,n “ g ν-a.s. Since this is the same as P-a.s., we are
done. 
Remark 3.5. If we knew the existence of a.s. limits Bm,n “ limkÑ8pXm,k ´
Xn,kq, then the proof would be more direct. In other words, there would be no need
for the measures µk and νL, and one could prove properties (a)-(d) and deduce the
result similarly to the above.
Remark 3.6. In the version of the theorem in the previous section, one only
takes an array pXm,nq with n ą m. In this case, one needs an extra assumption
which in a sense replaces nonnegativity, and it appears as the second part of con-
dition (1): EX0,n ě ´cn for a constant c ą 0. Then one needs an additional
argument for tightness in the proof.
3.1.3. High dimensions. In FPP, the shape theorem gives that B is convex,
compact, with nonempty interior, and with all the symmetries of Zd. Many different
sets have this property, in particular all the `p balls for p P r1,8s. So the shape
theorem allows in principle a cube (`8 ball) and a diamond (`1 ball), and therefore
says nothing about strict convexity, flat edges, corners, or whether the shape is a
polygon.
For pteq that are i.i.d. and, say, continuous, the following properties are ex-
pected for B.
(1) B is strictly convex. That is, for any distinct x, y P B and λ P p0, 1q the
point λx ` p1 ´ λqy is in the interior of B. Thus B should have no flat
facets (like a polygon has).
(2) B has no “corners.” That is, the boundary of B should be differentiable.
One way to say this is in terms of supporting hyperplanes. A hyperplane
in Rd is a set of the form tx “ px1, . . . , xdq : x ¨ y “ au for some y P Rd
and a P R (where ‘¨’ is the standard dot product x ¨ y “ řdi“1 xiyi). A
hyperplane H is supporting for B at z P BB if H contains z but B intersects
at most one component of Hc. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, since B
is convex and bounded, each z P BB has a supporting hyperplane. We
say that BB is differentiable if each z P BB has exactly one supporting
hyperplane. (This rules out “corners” for B, as in the case of a polygon.)
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(3) Combining the above two cases, but weaker, the set B should not be a
polygon. To state this precisely, we say that B should have infinitely many
extreme points. An extreme point x P B is a point which is not on the
interior of a line segment with endpoints in B. Precisely, whenever we
write x “ λz ` p1´ λqy with z, y P B and λ P p0, 1q, we have z “ y. So B
has infinitely many extreme points.
(4) The boundary BB should have uniformly positive curvature. In other
words, near every boundary point, the boundary should locally look like
the boundary of a Euclidean ball with bounded radius.
Here we state the main high-dimensional asymptotic result. It says that for
distributions with no atom at 0 but with 0 in the support (like exponential), for high
dimensions, the limit shape is not a Euclidean ball, an `1-ball, or an `8-ball. Since
we saw that the Eden model is equivalent to FPP with exponential weights, this
shows the same result for the Eden model in high dimensions. For the statement,
we define the balls D,B,C to be the `1, `2, and `8-balls of radius gpe1q´1. We will
also make the following assumptions from [7]:
(3.5) Ete ă 8,
and for some a ě 0,
(3.6) F p0q “ 0 and
ˇˇˇˇ
Ppte ď xq
x
´ a
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Op| log x|´1q as x Ó 0.
The following theorem is from Auffinger-Tang [7], which weakens various as-
sumptions (widens the class of distributions in particular) of the work of previous
authors. Some earlier work was done by Kesten [28], Dhar [16], Couronne´-Enriquez-
Gerin [11], and Martinsson [37].
Theorem 3.7. Assume (3.5) and (3.6). For all large d, in FPP on Zd with
fixed weights pteq, one has
D Ă B Ă C and B ‰ B,C, or D.
‚ The proof proceeds by showing the asymptotic
lim
dÑ8
gpe1qd
log d
“ 1
2a
.
For example, if B were the `1-ball, one would have for e “ p1, . . . , 1q,
gpeq “ dgp1{d, . . . , 1{dq “ dgpe1q „ log d
2a
.
However one can show that gpeq ď C for some constant C. In fact, Com-
bining the work of Martinsson [37] and Couronne´-Enriquez-Gerin [11], one
has can show that limdÑ8 gpeq exists for the exponential distribution and
is related to the nonzero solution of cothα “ α.
‚ It is not hard to give the bound for exponential weights gpeq ď 1. Con-
struct a path γ with vertices x0, x1, . . . as follows: set x0 “ 0 and for
n ě 0, starting from xn, take the minimal weight edge of the d different
edges leading in directions e1, . . . , ed (the positive coordinate directions)
and call its endpoint xn`1. We see that if X1, X2, . . . are the weights of
the first edge, second edge, and so on, then Xi is the minimum of d i.i.d.
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exponential random variables, so is an exponential with mean 1{d. Thus
putting Hn “ tx “ px1, . . . , xdq : ři xi “ nu one obtains
ET p0, Hnq ď
nÿ
i“1
EXi “ n{d.
But one can show using the shape theorem that
gpeq “ lim
n
ET p0, neq
n
“ lim
n
ET p0, Hdnq
n
ď lim
n
řnd
i“1 EXi
n
“ 1
3.1.4. Flat edges. A main question in FPP is: which compact convex sets are
realizable as limit shapes? The question above is completely open in the i.i.d.
setting. Interestingly, though, this is solved by Ha¨ggstro¨m and Meester ’95 [22] in
the case of stationary (not necessarily i.i.d.) passage times.
Theorem 3.8 (Ha´ggstro¨m-Meester). Any non-empty compact, convex set C
that has the symmetries of Zd is a limit shape for some FPP model with weights
distributed according to a stationary (under translations of Zd) and ergodic measure.
From this result, we see for example that there are stationary-ergodic models
of FPP that have limit shapes equal to polygons or Euclidean balls. So certainly
conjectured properties from the i.i.d. setting like strict convexity are not true in
such generality.
The previous section focused on high dimensions. What can we say about low
dimensions? For one special class of distributions, Durrett and Liggett [19] were
able to say much more: that the limit shape is not strictly convex. Of course we
believe strict convexity in the continuous weight case, so these distributions have
atoms. Their “flat edge” result holds for higher dimensions as well, but we can give
a precise description of it in two dimensions, and further work has been done by
Marchand [34], Zhang [47, 48], and Auffinger-Damron [2].
Recalling that F is the distribution of our weights, let Mp be the set of distri-
butions F that satisfy the following:
(1) F pxq “ 0 for all x ă 1 and F p1q “ p ě ~pc, where ~pc is the oriented bond
percolation threshold (approximately .70548), and
(2)
ş
x dF pxq “ Ete ă 8.
In [19], it was shown that if F PMp then the limit shape B has some flat edges.
The precise location of these edges was found in [34]. To describe this, write B1
for the closed `1 unit ball:
B1 “ tpx, yq P R2 : |x| ` |y| ď 1u
and write int B1 for its interior. For p ą ~pc let αp be the asymptotic speed of
oriented percolation (see [17]), define the points
(3.7) Mp “
ˆ
1
2
´ αp?
2
,
1
2
` αp?
2
˙
and Np “
ˆ
1
2
` αp?
2
,
1
2
´ αp?
2
˙
and let rMp, Nps be the line segment in R2 with endpoints Mp and Np. For sym-
metry reasons, the following theorem is stated only for the first quadrant.
Theorem 3.9 (Durrett-Liggett [19], Marchand [34]). Let F PMp in two di-
mensions.
(1) B Ă B1.
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(2) If p ă ~pc then B Ă int B1.
(3) If p ą ~pc then B X r0,8q2 X BB1 “ rMp, Nps.
(4) If p “ ~pc then B X r0,8q2 X BB1 “ p1{2, 1{2q.
The angles corresponding to points in the line segment rMp, Nps are said to
be in the percolation cone. The existence of a flat edge for the limit shape can be
explained heuristically. The definition of the oriented percolation threshold ~pc is
as follows, taking Pp to be the distribution of i.i.d. edge-weights pηeq on E2 with
probability p to be 1 and 1´ p to be 2:
~pc “ suptp : PppD infinite oriented path Γ with ηe “ 1 for e P Γq “ 0u.
(Here, oriented means as usual that the vertices of the path, in order, have non-
decreasing coordinates.) By monotonicity of the probability in p, one has that
for p ą ~pc, if F PMp, then there is positive probability of existence of an infinite
oriented path of all 1-weights starting from 0. In fact one can even show the stronger
statement that for any angle θ in the percolation cone, there is positive probability
for an infinite oriented path of 1-weights starting from 0 and going in direction θ
(the angles of the vertices on the path converge to θ). Since no edge-weights have
value below 1, any finite segment of such an infinite path must be a minimizing
path (geodesic). But distance along these geodesics correspond to the `1-distance
on Z2, so in such directions, the limit shape must correspond to the `1-ball. It is
important to point out that it is unknown (but expected to be false) whether there
are other distributions whose limit shapes have flat edges. Even in the case of Mp,
the flat part of the percolation cone ends at Mp and Np; however, that does not
exclude the limit shape from having further flat spots. This is not expected though.
Let βp :“ 1{2`αp{
?
2, that is, define βp as the x coordinate of Np. Convexity
and symmetry of the limit shape imply that 1{gpe1q ě βp. A non-trivial statement
about the edge of the percolation cone came in 2002 when Marchand [34, Theorem
1.4] proved that this inequality is in fact strict:
1{gpe1q ą 1{2` αp{
?
2.
In other words, Marchand’s result says that the line that goes through Np and is
orthogonal to the e1-axis is not a tangent line of BB. The following theorem builds
on Marchand’s result and technique and says that at the edge of the percolation
cone, one cannot have a corner.
Theorem 3.10 (Auffinger-Damron [2]). Let F P Mp for p P r~pc, 1q. The
boundary BB is differentiable at Mp and Np.
The theorem above shows that any distribution in Mp has a non-polygonal
limit shape. The first example of a non-polygonal limit shape was discovered by
Damron-Hochman [14].
3.2. LPP. LPP is defined similarly to FPP, but taking the maximum over
oriented paths, instead of the infimum over all paths. On Zd, we assign i.i.d. site-
weights ptvqvPZd with common distribution F . These weights no longer need to be
nonnegative, but for simplicity we will take them to be so. An oriented path Γ with
vertices x0, x1, . . . , xn has the property that all coordinates of xi are less or equal
to the corresponding coordinates of xi`1 (this is written xi ď xi`1); that is, for all
standard basis vectors ek, and all i, one has xi ¨ ek ď xi`1 ¨ ek. By convention, we
identify the path Γ with its vertices, but we exclude the initial point. The passage
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time of such a path is T pΓq “ řvPΓ tv, and the last-passage time T px, yq between
vertices x ď y is
T px, yq “ max
Γ:xÑy T pΓq,
where the maximum is over oriented paths from x to y. Note that there are only
finitely many paths under consideration, so we can take a maximum. It is important
to note that when x, y do not satisfy x ď y or y ď x, then T px, yq is not defined.
Also, by convention, T px, xq “ 0 for all x.
Due to directedness of the model and the fact that we are taking a maximum,
T has somewhat different properties than those in FPP. One still has for x ď y,
T px, yq ě 0 and if tv ą 0 for all v, then T px, yq ą 0 when x ‰ y. Due to excluding
the initial point from all our paths, we have a super-additivity property of T that
corresponds to the triangle inequality in FPP:
for x ď y ď z, T px, zq ě T px, yq ` T py, zq.
Due to this super-additivity, the limiting shape in LPP is not convex, since the
corresponding “shape function” g will be super-additive. For its definition, we
again appeal to the subadditive ergodic theorem, noting that ´T is subadditive.
The only difficulty is to come up with conditions under which the limit is finite.
The following version of “radial convergence” for T to a limit comes from Martin
[35].
Theorem 3.11. Suppose that
(3.8)
ż 8
0
p1´ F pxqq1{d dx ă 8.
Then for each x ě 0 in Rd, the following (deterministic) limit exists a.s. and in
L1:
gpxq “ lim
n
T p0, rnxsq
n
ă 8,
where rnxs is the point of Zd with nx P rnxs` r0, 1qd. The function g is continuous
on tx : x ě 0u (including at the boundaries), satisfies gpx ` yq ě gpxq ` gpyq, is
invariant under permutations of the coordinates, and gpaxq “ agpxq for a ě 0.
Although Etv ă 8 is sufficient to guarantee that ET p0, xq ă 8 for all x ě 0
(just bound T p0, xq above by the sum of all weights ty with 0 ď y ď x), the
subadditive ergodic theorem this time gives
gpxq “ sup
ně1
ET p0, nxq
n
,
and to deduce that gpxq ă 8, we need to know that the means ET p0, nxq do
not grow faster than linearly. The corresponding issue in FPP is that the means
ET p0, nxq do not grow sublinearly, which is guaranteed by F p0q ă pc. Here the
corresponding condition is not on F p0q but, as we are in LPP, it is on the tail of
F , and is the integrability condition (3.8).
As in FPP, one can upgrade radial convergence to a sort of shape theorem [35].
As before, put
B “ tx ě 0 : gpxq ď 1u.
Theorem 3.12 (LPP shape theorem). Assume (3.8) and put Bptq “ tx ě 0 :
T p0, xq ď tu. For any  ą 0, one has
P pp1´ qB Ă Bptq{t Ă p1` qB for all large tq “ 1.
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3.2.1. Near the boundary. Just as in FPP, not much is known about the limiting
shape B. It is expected as before to have differentiable boundary (at least when the
weights are continuous) with positive curvature, and certainly not to be a polygon.
The flat edge result from FPP carries over to LPP: the analogous condition on our
distribution F is
F p1q “ 1, F p1´q “ 1´ p, where p ą ~pc.
Such distributions F of weights tv have Pptv ą 1q “ 0 but Pptv “ 1q “ p ą ~pc. The
value c is the highest weight of an edge, and any oriented path of all c-weights will
be an optimal infection path. Thus again in the percolation cone, the boundary of
the limit shape will agree with that of the `1-ball.
Somewhat surprisingly, in two dimensions, the limit shape is shown not to be
a polygon for most distributions. This is in contrast to the situation in FPP, where
this is only known for distributions in Mp. The LPP result is a corollary of a
“universality” of the shape function g near the boundary. The following result,
proved by Martin [36], shows that the asymptotics of g near the boundary of the
quarter plane tx : x ě 0u are explicit, and only depend on the mean and variance
of F . From these asymptotics we can extract non-polygonality of the limit shape.
Theorem 3.13. Consider d “ 2. Write µ for the mean of F and σ2 for the
variance of F . If F satisfies (3.8), then
gp1, aq “ µ` 2σ?a` op?aq as a Ó 0.
Here, gp1, aq is the function g evaluated at the point p1, aq, and as a Ó 0,
this point approaches the boundary of the quarter plane. Note that gp1, 0q “ µ,
since the passage time from 0 to ne1 must be achieved along the one oriented path
connecting these points, and its passage time is the sum of n ` 1 i.i.d. random
variables with distribution F . Thus the law of large numbers gives the value of g
at p1, 0q. Therefore the above result says:
gpe1 ` ae2q ´ gpe1q “ 2σ?a` op?aq as a Ó 0.
To see that the above result implies that the limit shape is not a polygon,
suppose for a contradiction that the limit shape is a polygon. Then it must have
finitely many extreme points, and the boundary of the shape between the extreme
points consists of straight line segments. If the limit shape is a triangle, then by
symmetry, g must be a multiple of the `1-norm, but then gpe1 ` ae2q ´ gpe1q “ a
for a ą 0 and the above asymptotics are violated. Otherwise, there is a closest
extreme point w to the point p1, aq, and the limit shape boundary must be a line
segment between w and p1, aq. In this case, gpe1 ` ae2q ´ gpe1q “ ca for some real
c and a small enough. But this again violates the above asymptotics.
3.2.2. Exactly solvable cases in two dimensions. The most famous case of LPP
is when the distribution F of the site-weights is exponential in two dimensions.
Here, there is a direct mapping from the growth of Bptq to a particle system called
the Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process (TASEP). TASEP is defined
loosely as follows. We imagine that at each site z of Z with z ď 0, there sits a
particle at time 0. Associated to each particle is a Poisson process, and when the
process increments, the particle attempts to move to the site directly to the right.
If there is already a particle there, the move is suppressed, and the particle stays
in its current location. The particle that is initially at site 0 is allowed to move
unrestricted (since there are never any particles to the right of it), but the other
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particles may sometimes be blocked by particles to their rights. Our convention is
that the particle at 0 immediately moves to the right at time zero. That is, at time
zero, there is a particle at site 1, and particles at sites ´k for k ě 1.
What is the relation between TASEP and LPP with exponential weights? To
begin, the procession of the first particle in TASEP is the same as the infection in
LPP along the positive e1-axis from 0. Indeed, the infection appears at site 0 at
time 0, just as the first particle in TASEP moves to the right. It then infects e1
after an independent exponential time, just as the same particle in TASEP moves
again to the right. Generally, the infection time from 0 to ne1 is achieved through
the path that proceeds directly down the positive e1-axis, and occurs when the first
particle in TASEP reaches site n` 1.
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1  0
Figure 3.2. Illustration of the correspondence between LPP and
TASEP. In the left (LPP), the infection has moved 4 steps to the
right on the e1-axis, and so on the right (TASEP) first particle has
moved four steps to the right, from 0 to 4. Similarly, the infection
has taken three steps at the second level, and the second particle
has moved three steps to the right from ´1 to 2. Last, the third
TASEP particle has taken one step from ´2 to ´1.
At the second level, the infection of site e2 occurs an independent exponential
time after the infection appears at 0. This corresponds to the second particle in
TASEP moving into the space left open after the first particle moves. Generally,
the n-th step of the k-th particle in TASEP corresponds to the site ke2` pn´ 1qe1
being infected from 0. To see this, we can derive the following relation in LPP: for
x1, x2 ą 0, one has
T p0, px1, x2qq “ tpx1,x2q `max tT p0, px1 ´ 1, x2qq, T p0, x1, x2 ´ 1qu .
This is because the infection from 0 reaches px1, x2q through either px1 ´ 1, x2q
or px1, x2 ´ 1q (whichever is infected last), and after the one of these sites with
maximal passage time from 0 is infected, px1, x2q must wait tpx1,x2q additional
time. Similarly, in TASEP, for the k-th particle to make its n-th step, it must wait
an independent exponential time after both of the following events occur: (a) the
k ´ 1-st particle makes its n-th step and (b) the k-th particle makes its n ´ 1-st
step. See Figure 3.2 for an example.
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Because of this coupling, we can represent the passage times in LPP in terms
of “currents” in TASEP. For example,
T p0, pn, nqq “ time for n-th particle to make n` 1-st step.
But this is exactly the time needed for n particles to pass through the origin. Thus
if we define ct as the “current through zero at time n”; that is, the number of
particles having passed through 0 by time t, one has
T p0, pn, nqq ď tô ct ě n.
In a pioneering work, Rost [41] showed in ’81 exact asymptotics for variables like
this current, and this translates directly to an exact formula for the limit shape in
exponential LPP.
Theorem 3.14. Let ptvq be exponentially distributed with mean 1. Then
gpxq “ gpx1, x2q “ p?x1 `?x2q2.
Therefore the limit shape boundary in the above case is px, yq P R2 : x, y ě 0 and ?x`?y “ 1( .
So we can see directly that the limit shape is not a polygon, contains no flat
segments, and has no “corners.”
In the case of geometrically distributed weights with parameter p [10, 25, 42],
there is an exact formula as well, showing
gpx1, x2q “ 1
p
px1 ` x2 ` 2
a
x1x2p1´ pqq.
In both of these cases, finer asymptotics are available [26] by relating the law of the
passage time to the largest eigenvalue of a random matrix ensemble. Specifically
for x “ px1, x2q with x1 ą 0 and x2 ą 0,
T p0, nxq ´ ngpxq
n1{3
ñ Z as nÑ8
for a nondegenerate variable Z. This shows that the fluctuations of T about g are
of order n1{3, and this is expected for general distributions in both LPP and FPP in
two dimensions. Unfortunately, despite decades of work, the best available bounds
for |T p0, nxq ´ ngpxq| are of order ?n.
4. Rate of convergence and scaling exponents
In this section, we restrict to the case of FPP for simplicity, although similar
theorems are provable in LPP.
4.1. Decomposition of error and strengthened shape theorems in
FPP. The question we address here is: is it possible to improve the shape the-
orem to one with  that depends on t? In other words, can we find t such that
t Ó 0 quickly and
P pp1´ tqB Ă Bptq{t Ă p1` tqB for all large tq “ 1?
This is a question about the rate of convergence in the shape theorem. Restating
it in terms of the norm g, we can ask the question in the following form: writing
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T p0, xq “ gpxq ` op}x}q, how large is the term op}x}q? The standard way to study
this is to decompose
op}x}q “ rT p0, xq ´ ET p0, xqs ` rET p0, xq ´ gpxqs
into a random fluctuation term and a nonrandom fluctuation term.
The random fluctuation term is typically analyzed using techniques from con-
centration of measure – there many techniques (transportation inequalities, entropy
methods, influence inequalities, isoperimetry, etc.) have been developed to study
deviations of a function fpX1, X2, . . .q of independent variables pXnq away from
its mean or its median. Despite all these methods, however, current bounds on
the first term are far from the predictions (and we will see this in the articles on
fluctuations).
The nonrandom term is purely deterministic, and can be written as
}x}
„
ET p0, xq
}x} ´ g
ˆ
x
}x}
˙
ě 0.
The term in the parenthesis is of the form ET p0, nxq{n ´ gpxq for x on the unit
circle. We have seen that for x P Zd, the sequence pET p0, nxqq is subadditive and
so, when divided by n, converges. So quantifying this nonrandom error is really a
problem of estimating the rate of convergence of an{n to its limit for a subadditive
sequence panq. Unfortunately there are no general methods for this, but in the
context of lattice models (like FPP), techniques have been developed to bound
these nonrandom fluctuations in terms of the random ones. Specifically, if one has
a concentration inequality of the form
P pT p0, xq ´ ET p0, xq ă ´λ}x}αq ď exp `´Cλβ˘ , λ ě 0
for constants C,α, β ą 0, then one can show an upper bound of the type
ET p0, xq ´ gpxq ď C}x}αplog }x}qδ,
implying that nonrandom fluctuations should be no larger than random fluctu-
ations. Indeed, using Gaussian concentration inequalities, one has the following
version of Alexander’s [1] result from Damron-Kubota [15].
Theorem 4.1. Assume that Emintt1, . . . , tdu2 ă 8 and Ppte “ 0q ă pc. Then
for some C ą 0 one has
gpxq ď ET p0, xq ď gpxq ` Ca}x} log }x} for all }x} ą 1.
On the other hand, evidence from [5] implies that random fluctuations should
be no larger than nonrandom fluctuations. Therefore if we posit the existence of
exponents such that
T p0, xq ´ ET p0, xq „ }x}χ and ET p0, xq ´ gpxq „ }x}γ
then one should have χ “ γ. (Note that Theorem 4.1 is a version of γ ď 1{2. Also,
since the first term is random, it may be measured as Var T p0, xq „ }x}2χ or in
terms of a concentration inequality.) Unfortunately this is far from the state of art,
as under various general assumptions (exponential moments for the passage times,
for instance), the best existing bounds are
0 ď χ ď 1{2 and ´ 1{2 ď γ ď 1{2.
(Under strong assumptions on existence of a fluctuation exponent χ ă 1{2, one can
show χ “ γ [5].) As we saw in the section on exactly solvable models of LPP, we
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believe that in two dimensions, χ “ γ “ 1{3. It is reasonable to expect that these
(equal) numbers decrease strictly with dimension, and approach 0 as dimension
tends to infinity. Much more on the random fluctuation term and concentration
estimates will be given in article [43]
In summary, we have a strengthened shape theorem of the following type. Some
improvements to the assumptions have been made by Tessera [44] and Damron-
Kubota [15] more recently, in particular generally replacing the log with
?
log. The
term
?
t comes from the bounds χ, γ ď 1{2.
Theorem 4.2 (Rate of convergence bound in the shape theorem). Assume that
Eeαte ă 8 for some α ą 0. There is C ą 0 such that
P
´
pt´ Cat log tqB Ă Bptq Ă pt` Cat log tq for all large t¯ “ 1.
It is reasonable to believe, as we saw above, that a stronger shape theorem may
hold, with
?
t replaced by tχ “ tγ for the fluctuation exponents explained above.
4.2. Scaling exponents and the KPZ relation. There are no accepted
definitions of the exponents χ and γ from the last section. One can define, as in
[5], directional p-fluctuation exponents (p ě 1) in direction x P Zd as
χ
p
pxq “ lim inf
nÑ8
log }T p0, nxq ´ ET p0, nxq}p
log n
and
χppxq “ lim sup
nÑ8
log }T p0, nxq ´ ET p0, nxq}p
log n
,
where }X}p “ pE|X|pq1{p, and nonrandom fluctuation exponents
γpxq “ lim inf
nÑ8
logpET p0, nxq ´ gpnxqq
log n
and
γpxq “ lim sup
nÑ8
logpET p0, nxq ´ gpnxqq
log n
.
At the moment, it is not known if χ
p
pxq “ χppxq for any p or x generally, or if
γpxq “ γpxq. We can precisely state the bounds from the last section in terms of
these exponents: it is known, combining work of Alexander [1], Kesten [29], and
Auffinger-Damron-Hanson [5] that under an exponential moment assumption (this
can be weakened in various cases) that
0 ď χ
p
pxq ď χppxq ď 1{2 for all p ě 1 and x ‰ 0
and
´1 ď γpxq and ´ 1{2 ď γpxq ď 1{2 for all x ‰ 0.
Our lack of information on the model leads to other (stronger) direction-independent
definitions. We will present these below while discussing the so-called KPZ scaling
relation.
The last exponent we need is the “wandering exponent,” which measures the
maximal displacement of the (random) geodesics from Euclidean straight lines.
Following Chatterjee [9], for any nonzero x, let Dp0, xq be the maximal Euclidean
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distance between any point on a geodesic (minimizing path for T ) from 0 to x and
the line segment connecting 0 and x. It is reasonable to believe that
EDp0, xq „ }x}ξ
for some (dimension-dependent) ξ “ ξpdq. The predictions are that in two dimen-
sions, ξ “ 2{3, that ξ decreases with d to 1/2, but might always be ą 1{2. In fact,
these statements can be read directly off of the similar predictions for χ, along with
the conjectured KPZ scaling relation
χ “ 2ξ ´ 1.
This relation is expected to be “universal.” That is, it does not depend on the
distribution of the pteq’s, and does not even depend on the dimension d, as long as
the distribution of the pteq’s is reasonable, say with no atoms, and enough moments.
There are heuristic arguments from physics for this relation in [30], but to date,
there is no proof that is valid in full generality; that is, there is no proof under
only edge-weight assumptions. One major difficulty is that there is no accepted
definition of exponents which is usable. For instance, the exponents χp and χp
defined above always exist, but unless one can show they are equal, they are not
so helpful. Furthermore, the current bounds on the exponent ξ depend even on
which definition is taken! In Newman-Piza [39] and Licea-Newman-Piza [32], the
only work giving general bounds on ξ, one has versions of
ξ ě 1{pd` 1q, ξ ě 1{2, ξ ě 3{5, and ξ ď 3{4,
depending on the definition of ξ. For example, the first bound is valid for a quite
general definition of ξ, the second for a point-to-line geodesic wandering exponent,
the third for a more restricted point-to-line exponent, and the fourth only in direc-
tions of “positive curvature” of the limiting shape. So, for instance, it is not even
known at this point if
EDp0, ne1q “ opnq.
Regardless of the precise definition, Newman-Piza provided the first rigorous
argument for the inequality χ ě 2ξ ´ 1, and it is essentially from this inequality
and the known bound χ ď 1{2 that they derive ξ ď 3{4. It took another 16 years
for a rigorous argument, due to Chatterjee, for the other inequality, χ ď 2ξ ´ 1,
even under strong assumptions of existence of exponents. A couple of months
later, a simplified proof due to Auffinger-Damron [4] appeared, which removed a
technical assumption on the valid class of distributions. We stress though that
these inequalities are still conditional, in that they assume existence of exponents
χ and ξ.
Below we will give a proof sketch for the KPZ relation. We begin with Chat-
terjee’s exponents.
Definition 4.3. χu is the smallest number such that for any χ
1 ą χu, there
exists α ą 0 such that
sup
x‰0
E exp
ˆ
α
|T p0, xq ´ ET p0, xq|
}x}χ1
˙
ă 8,
and χ` is the largest number such that for any χ
2 ă χ`, one has
inf
x‰0
Var T p0, xq
}x}χ2 ą 0.
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ξu is the smallest number such that for any ξ
1 ą ξu, there exists β ą 0 such that
sup
x‰0
E exp
ˆ
β
Dp0, xq
}x}ξ1
˙
ă 8
and ξ` is the largest number such that for any ξ
2 ă ξ`,
inf
x‰0
EDp0, xq
}x}ξ2 ą 0.
There are two important things to notice about these definitions. First, they
are not directional, as they all take supremum or infimum over all directions x. So,
for instance, if we assume that χu “ χ` (as we will in the theorem below), then we
are assuming that random fluctuations are the same in all directions, which rules
out the case of the class Mp from Section 3.1.4 (see [48] for more details). For
continuous distributions, though, this should be true. Next, the upper exponents
are somewhat stronger than we might want, as they incorporate information about
exponential concentration of the variables T p0, xq andDp0, xq. In other words, these
definitions imply (by an application of Markov’s inequality for the exponential): for
χ1 ą χu, there exists C1, C2 ą 0 such that for all x
P
´
|T p0, xq ´ ET p0, xq| ą }x}χ1
¯
ď C1 exp
`´}x}C2˘ ,
and for ξ1 ą ξu, there are C3, C4 such that for all x,
(4.1) P
´
Dp0, xq ě }x}ξ1
¯
ď C3 exp
`´}x}C4˘ .
In fact, by using Alexander’s technique (as shown in [9]), the first inequality can
be upgraded to
(4.2) P
´
|T p0, xq ´ gpxq| ą }x}χ1
¯
ď C1 exp
`´}x}C2˘ .
Now we state the KPZ relation that has been rigorously proved to date, com-
bining the results of Chatterjee [9] and Auffinger-Damron [4].
Theorem 4.4 (Scaling relation). Assume that Ppte “ 0q ă pc. Then if χ :“
χ` “ χu and ξ :“ ξ` “ ξu, one has χ “ 2ξ ´ 1.
Before the sketch, we mention some comments. The above relation has been
extended to a positive temperature model, directed polymers in a random environ-
ment [3]. Next, curvature exponents κ for the boundary of the limit shape have
been defined in [4], and it is believed that κ “ 2. This corresponds to a boundary
which is locally like Euclidean ball. For other curvature exponents, arguments from
[4] suggest that a different relation holds: χ “ κξ ´ pκ ´ 1q. Last, versions of this
relation have been proved in two dimensions in the exactly solvable version of LPP
and other continuum models, where it is known that χ “ 1{3 and ξ “ 2{3. In
fact, the argument of [4] for the upper bound on χ is quite similar to the one by
Wu¨thrich [46] and later by Johansson [27].
Sketch of proof of Theorem 4.4. We will give the proofs in the e1 direc-
tion for simplicity. For the lower bound, suppose for a contradiction that ξ ą 1`χ2
and choose ξ1 P ` 1`χ2 , ξ˘. We will show that
(4.3) PpDp0, ne1q ą nξ1q ď e´nc
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for some c ą 0. This itself suggests a contradiction, since ξ1 ă ξ. A more careful
argument would actually give EDp0, ne1q “ Opnξ1q, which contradicts ξ1 ă ξ “ ξ`.
To show (4.3), put L to be the line segment connecting 0 and ne1, and consider
the set
S “ tx P Zd : }x´ u} ă nξ1 for some u P Lu,
with
BS “ ty P ZdzS : }y ´ x}1 “ 1 for some x P Su.
If Dp0, ne1q ą nξ1 , then there is z P BS such that z is on a geodesic from 0 to ne1,
and so Az “ tT p0, ne1q “ T p0, zq ` T pz, ne1qu occurs. Therefore
PpDp0, ne1q ą nξ1q ď
ÿ
zPBS
PpAzq.
One can now show that there is c ą 0 depending on χ1 such that
(4.4) PpAzq ď e´nc for all z P BS.
Summing over all z, we then obtain (4.3).
Figure 4.1. Illustration of the argument for the inequality χ ě
2ξ ´ 1. S is the set of vertices within distance nξ1 of L, the line
segment connecting 0 and ne1, and its boundary BS contains z.
The idea is to show that with high probability, the passage time
from 0 to ne1 through z is larger than the passage time through
pn{2qe1. When this occurs, z cannot be on a geodesic from 0 to
ne1.
We will not show (4.4) for all z, but only for z “ pn{2qe1 ` nξ1e2, which may
not be an integer point, but we will pretend it is, to avoid notation. In this case, if
Az occurs, we write
0 ě T p0, ne1q ´ T p0, pn{2qe1q ´ T ppn{2qe1, ne1q
“ rT p0, zq ´ T p0, pn{2qe1qs ` rT pz, ne1q ´ T ppn{2qe1, ne1qs .(4.5)
(See Figure 4.1.) These bracketed terms have the same distribution, so we will only
bound one of them. Write w “ pn{2qe1 and estimate
(4.6) T p0, zq ´ T p0, wq “ gpzq ´ gpwq ` rT p0, zq ´ gpzqs ` rT p0, wq ´ gpwqs .
To estimate gpzq ´ gpwq, we write it as
g
´
pn{2qe1 ` nξ1e2
¯
´ gppn{2qe1q “ n
2
«
g
˜
e1 ` 2n
ξ1
n
e2
¸
´ gpe1q
ff
.
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Here we must use information about the limit shape, namely that in certain di-
rections it is known to have “positive curvature.” It is known (see [9]) that there
exists a point on the limit shape boundary near which the boundary is locally pos-
itively curved, and instead of doing the argument in that direction, we assume this
condition in direction e1. It amounts to the statement that there exists δ, C1 ą 0
such that if v is a vector with }v} ă δ and v K e1, then
gpe1 ` vq ´ gpe1q ě C1}v}2.
We apply this in the above equation with v “ 2nξ1n e2. This is less than δ in norm
for n large because we may assume that ξ1 ă 1. If not, then ξ ě 1, and in this case,
the KPZ inequality reads χ ě 1, which is false, as known exponential concentration
bounds imply that χ ď 1{2. So we obtain
gpzq ´ gpwq ě C1n
2
˜
2nξ
1
n
¸2
“ C2n2ξ1´1.
Returning to (4.6), we obtain
T p0, zq ´ T p0, wq ě C2n2ξ1´1 ` rT p0, zq ´ gpzqs ` rT p0, wq ´ gpwqs.
The same development works for the other term of (4.5), and we find that if
Az occurs, then
0 ě rT p0, zq ´ gpzqs ` rT p0, wq ´ gpwqs ` rT pz, ne1q ´ gpne1 ´ zqs
` rT pw, ne1q ´ gpne1 ´ wqs ` 2C2n2ξ1´1.
This means that at least one of the four bracketed terms is at least pC2{2qn2ξ1´1 in
absolute value. Thus using symmetry,
PpAzq ď 2Pp|T p0, zq´gpzq| ě pC2{2qn2ξ1´1q`2Pp|T p0, wq´gpwq| ě pC2{2qn2ξ1´1q.
By our choice of ξ1, we have 2ξ1´1 ą χ. We have assumed exponential concentration
above scale χ1 (see (4.2)), so these probabilities are (stretched) exponentially small
in n. In other words, each one is smaller than e´nc for some c ą 0. This shows
(4.4) and completes the sketch of the bound χ ě 2ξ ´ 1.
We turn to the other inequality, χ ď 2ξ ´ 1. For technical reasons, we assume
that χ ą 0; the other case can be proved using a different argument [9]. Suppose
it is false and chose χ1, χ2, ξ1 such that
(4.7) 2ξ ´ 1 ă 2ξ1 ´ 1 ă χ1 ă χ ă χ2.
We define the variable δT , which first appeared in Licea-Newman-Piza [32]: δT “
T ´ T 1, where
T “ T p0, ne1q and T 1 “ T pnξ1e2, ne1 ` nξ1e2q.
Because ξ1 ą ξ, these passage times are nearly independent, as they are with high
probability equal to two passage times restricted to disjoint sets of edges (“tubes”
of width nξ
1{2 centered on the straight lines connecting their endpoints). Using the
exponential concentration assumption on Dp0, ne1q (from (4.1)), we then obtain if
T 2 is an independent copy of T ,
Var T “ 1
2
EpT ´ T 2q2 ď C3EpT ´ T 1q2.
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Since χ1 ă χ, we find
(4.8) n2χ
1 ď C4EpT ´ T 1q2.
Figure 4.2. Illustration of the argument for the inequality χ ď
2ξ ´ 1. The path that connects nξ1e2 to ne1 ` nξ1e2 through w
(its first intersection with H1) and z is a geodesic. The path that
connects 0 to ne1 through w and z is a possibly suboptimal path,
and this produces inequality (4.9).
The next step is to upper bound pT ´ T 1q2. Let w be the first intersection of a
geodesic from nξ
1
e2 to n
ξ1e2 ` ne1 with the hyperplane H1 “ ty : y ¨ e1 “ nβu (for
some β ă 1 but very close to 1), and let z be the first intersection of this geodesic
with the hyperplane ty : y ¨ e1 “ n´ nβu. Note that
T “ T p0, ne1q ď T p0, wq ` T pw, zq ` T pz, ne1q
“ T p0, wq ´ T pnξ1e2, wq ` T pnξ1e2, ne1 ` nξ1e2q
` T pz, ne1q ´ T pz, ne1 ` nξ1e2q,
so that
(4.9) T ´ T 1 ď
”
T p0, wq ´ T pnξ1e2, wq
ı
`
”
T pz, ne1q ´ T pz, ne1 ` nξ1e2q
ı
.
With (exponentially) high probability, w and z are not further than distance C5n
ξ1
from the e1-axis, since ξ
1 ą ξ (see (4.1)). So using symmetry, we obtain with high
probability
T ´ T 1 ď A`B,
where A and B have the same distribution as
D “ max
!
|T p0, wq ´ T pnξ1e2, wq| : w P H1, }w} ď C5nξ1
)
.
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Reversing the roles of T and T 1, we obtain the same inequality for T 1 ´ T , and so
EpT ´ T 1q2 ď C6ED2.
We last have to bound ED2. This is a maximum over many different passage
times (to all w P H1 with }w} ď C5nξ1). However, since we have assumed that the
fluctuation exponent χ exists in a strong sense (there is exponential concentration
— see (4.2)), it is possible to replace this maximum with simply one passage time,
and ED2 will increase by only a logarithmic factor. Thus we can write
(4.10) EpT ´ T 1q2 ď C7plog nqE
”
T p0, wq ´ T pnξ1e2, wq
ı2
,
where w “ nβe1`nξ1e2. As in the proof of the other inequality, we decompose this
difference as
T p0, wq ´ T pnξ1e2, wq “ rT p0, wq ´ ET p0, wqs ´ rT pnξ1e2, wq ´ ET pnξ1e2, wqs
` rET p0, wq ´ gpwqs ´ rET pnξ1e2, wq ´ gpw ´ nξ1e2qs
` gpwq ´ gpw ´ nξ1e2q.
And once again, our exponential concentration assumption (4.2) allows us to upper
bound all the terms in the first two lines (with high probability) by }w}χ2 . If ξ ě 1,
then our main inequality χ ď 2ξ ´ 1 is simply χ ď 2ξ ´ 1, where 2ξ ´ 1 is ě 1, and
we already know this to be true (as χ ď 1{2), so we can assume that ξ ă 1. In this
case, we can also enforce
(4.11) ξ ă ξ1 ă β ă 1,
and we obtain that }w} “ }nβe1`nξ1e2} ď C8nβ . Therefore from (4.8) and (4.10),
(4.12) n2χ
1 ď C9plog nq
´
C10n
βχ2 ` gpwq ´ g
´
w ´ nξ1e2
¯¯2
.
Again, we analyze the difference in g by mandating a curvature assumption. We
calculate
gpwq ` gpw ´ nξ1e2q “ g
´
nβe1 ` nξ1e2
¯
´ gpnβe1q
“ nβ
´
g
´
e1 ` nξ1´βe2
¯
´ gpe1q
¯
.
Our curvature condition here is the opposite as in the previous inequality χ ď 2ξ´1.
That is, we assume that there are C11, δ ą 0 such that if u satisfies }u} ă δ and
u K e1, then
gpe1 ` uq ´ gpe1q ď C11}u}2.
Fortunately since the limit shape is convex, one can show that this inequality holds
in almost every direction, so we will assume it in the e1 direction, as it is written.
Since ξ1 ă β, the term nξ1´β ă δ for large n, and we obtain
gpwq ´ gpw ´ nξ1e2q ď C11nβn2ξ1´2β1 “ C11n2ξ1´β .
Last we plug this back into (4.12) for
n2χ
1 ď C9plog nq
´
C10n
2βχ2 ` C11n2p2ξ1´βq
¯
.
This is true for all n large, so
2χ1 ď max  2βχ2, 2p2ξ1 ´ βq( .
This holds for all β, χ1, χ2, ξ1 satisfying (4.7) and (4.11).
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So take χ2 Ó χ and χ1 Ò χ for fixed β, ξ1 for
2χ ď maxt2βχ, 2p2ξ1 ´ βqu.
As β ă 1, we find
χ ď 2ξ1 ´ β.
Now take β Ò 1 and ξ1 Ó ξ to obtain χ ď 2ξ ´ 1. 
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